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Antecedents and context
● First large-scale EU-funding bid for a muography consortium in 

EU + Japan: G-ENDEAVOR, coordinated by Cristiano Bozza

● INFRAIA call in 2016, meant for funding of research 
infrastructures, including budget for personnel (post-docs)

● Very good score, just below the threshold for "step 2"
● Alas, no new INFRAIA call since then

● Muographers 2016: discussion on EU funding opportunities

● I suggested that muography is intrinsically fit for a MSCA-ITN, and 
we could build upon the G-ENDEAVOR experience

● General rule: if you propose extra work, you do it – so that's 
why consensus was that I would have led this adventure :)

● Some familiarity with ITNs as member of AMVA4NewPhysics 
(became its deputy coordinator few months ago)
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The spirit of an
Innovative Training Network (ITN)

● Training (in a broad sense) is the key

● Emphasis on training through research
– Typical use for most of the budget is funding PhD scholarships (max 3 years) 

– Early Stage Researchers (ESRs) may not be PhD students, but must be 
within 4y of their diploma

– ESRs should receive excellent training opportunities through the network

● Emphasis on dissemination
– Scholarly papers and talks, outreach to society, open data, etc...

● "Making bridges" is valued, e.g.:

● Multidisciplinarity

● Connection between academia and private sector

● Creation of new shared tools
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Our network

ESRs are hired 
by Beneficiaries

Arrows indicate 
secondments

of ESRs
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Secondments

From the FAQs:

● 30% of a 3-year ESR contract means up to 10 months
● Not necessarily consecutive, not necessarily with the same partner
● Typically, private-sector partners prefer long secondments, to 

maximize the ratio between return and training investment
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Work Packages
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Education, Training, Outreach

We also foresee cycles of lectures and seminars by several 
members of the network, and six prominent non-members 
accepted to be listed as visiting lecturers
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Volcano studies

● More than half of the institutes 
involved are interested in 
volcano studies, so it came 
natural to have a Work 
Package (WP9) entirely for that

● Our network is meant to create 
new links: this WP foresees 
joint data-taking campaigns at 
Stromboli, Etna, La Soufriere

● Data sharing would be an 
essential feature of this WP, in 
collaboration with WP8

Representative example from a study of La 
Soufrière de Guadeloupe coauthored by members 

of the EMN based in Lyon and Rennes
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New applications

● WP 10 is the umbrella for all other 
muography applications: archaeology, civil 
engineering, geophysics (outside of 
volcanology), industrial applications... 

● None of them, alone, would make a large 
WP, and there is no point in creating a WP 
if it does not create links between institutes 
that would not collaborate otherwise

● It can be argued that they are not all new, 
in strict sense: after all, Alvarez used 
muography in a pyramid in the 60s... but 
what is new, we argue, is making 
muography a game-changer for the field

Representative example from a study 
of Khufu's pyramid coauthored by 

members of the EMN based in Paris 
(CEA) and Nagoya 
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Common tools
● WP 5: Simulations

● Common open-software tools to simulate cosmic showers, 
particle transport, detector response 

● WP 6: Analysis Tools

● Common open-software tools for 2D and 3D imaging

● WP 7: Combination with Standard Methods

● Here "Standard Method" refers to non-muographic methods 
from geophysics (e.g., gravimetry)

● Several ongoing disconnected efforts, to be merged

● WP 8: Open Data

● Open to other scientists, "citizen scientists", outreach, ...
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Governance
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Referee report

Not bad for a first attempt!

In the past, some ITNs were 
funded with lower scores; but now 
the bar is higher: more applicants, 
and many previous applicants have 
learnt by trial and error

We probably got close: one ITN 
has been funded in 2017 with 96%

In the next slides you will learn 
where we lost that ~1% that could 
have made the difference; the 
positive points are in backup
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Referee report

The referees mis-read it (M4 is when the joint academic agenda is agreed 
upon; the first event was foreseen on M6); but anyway, that would be too early, 
indeed, as there are large uncertainties in the starting dates of the ESRs

If that error alone costed 0.2/5.0 (i.e. 2% overall), it was a dear price to pay!

Note that all those dates were guessworks anyway (as we clearly indicated, 
we are fully flexible on all of them); it should be easy to fix
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Referee report

The second and the last points demand:
● A greater commitments by our non-academic partners
● The cooptation of new non-academic partners to strengthen this 

particular aspect of training by our network
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Referee report

I feel quite bad for having wasted 0.4 points over 5 (although weighted 
by 0.2) on something that could have been easily written better...

We need:
● More discussion among us about what role we wish the EB to have
● A better description of the EB and a longer list of risks (and how we 

would deal with them)
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Conclusions

● This bid for an Innovative Training Network has 
demonstrated that muography is recognized as an 
ideal field for training-through-research

● The work spent on that was not wasted: on the path 
initiated by G-ENDEAVOR, we tightened the existing 
links and created new ones

● We will try again this year, learning from our mistakes, 
taking into account the constructive criticism received

● The European Muography Network can provide a 
boost to the trend towards integration of muography 
developments in Europe and Japan
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Thanks for your attention!Thanks for your attention!

And thanks to the main contributors of the first EMN proposal, in particular the prospective node 
coordinators (in random order of appearance in the EMN tables):

Sébastien Procureur (CEA-IRFU), Cristina Carloganu (UCA-LPC), Jacques Marteau (UCBL), 
Stéphane Gaffet (CNRS-LSBB), Dezso Varga (Wigner RCP), Lee Thompson (Sheffield), 
Edward Llewellin & Jon Gluyas (Durham), Lorenzo Bonechi & Raffaello D'Alessandro (INFN-
Firenze), Giulio Saracino (Napoli), Cristiano Bozza (Salerno), Melania Del Santo (INAF);
Catherine Truffert (IRIS Instruments), Lucio Amato (TECNO IN), Tom Deakin (LabLogic);
Dominique Gilbert (Rennes1-OSU), Alessandra Tonazzo (UPD-APC), Michael Tytgat (UGent), 
Giovanni Macedonio & Daniele Carbone (INGV), Domenico Lo Presti (Catania);
Hiroyuki Tanaka (Tokyo-ERI), Tadahiro Kin (Kyushu), Kunihiro Morishima (Nagoya)
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Part II: 
Role of Early Stage Researchers in 
the European Muography Network
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Early Stage Researchers

● ESRs are the main focus of ITNs

● Can apply to ESR positions people with ≤4 years of 
research after obtaining a degree giving access to a 
doctoral program, but not having a PhD yet

● Typically ESRs are enrolled as PhD students
● (That's the case we foresee in the EMN)

● ESRs are expected to be mobile within the network: 
up to 30% of their time can (should) be spent in 
secondments to partner nodes
● Secondments to non-academic partners: encouraged
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Example #1: with IRIS Instruments
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Example #2: with LabLogic
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Secondments as bridges
between two worlds

● ESR's interest (the main consideration in an ITN) is to gain 
experience in a variety of work environments

✔ Non-academic partners provide complementary skills

✗ Possible risk: incoherence in supervision

● Non-academic partner's point of view:

✗ Burden of supervision (but it pays off if secondment is long)

✔ If ESRs arrive after significant training at the academic 
beneficiary, they transfer knowledge from there

✔ Access to some of the most brilliant young graduates on the 
academic job market

● Academic beneficiary's point of view:

✗ Loss of precious months of personpower

✔ ESRs bring to the main supervisor know-how from the partner
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Thanks for your attention!
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Extra slides
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The strong points
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The strong points
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The strong points
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Three kinds of ITN

● European Training Network (ETN)

● It is our case
● Between 3 and 15 beneficiaries; suggested ≥6 and ≤10
● No limit on number of partners; but each partner has to be 

carefully justified, and play a role
● We are a large network, with 12 beneficiaries!

● European Industrial Doctorate (EID)

● At least two beneficiaries, mix academic / non-academic
● Must get a PhD; at least 50% of time in non-academic sector

● European Joint Doctorate (EJD)

● Joint PhD degrees awarded in different countries
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External lecturers
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Pre-existing links (one year ago)

And we remarked that most 
members also belong to the VMI
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Scientific deliverables
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Other deliverables
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